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A GENERAL THEORY OF SOCIAL
ORGANIZATION AND
BEHAVIOUR
I. INTRODUCTION
There are many patterns of social organization in animals, almost as many, in
fact as there are gregarious animal species. Though patterns differ so widely, there are
also many similarities. It is in these similarities that one looks for order. It is unlikely
that a universal theory of social behaviour can yet emerge from the order apparent
at this time. Nevertheless there is enough order discernible now for an attempt at a
general theory of social behaviour and organization. Time will modify, improve, or
replace such a theory, but the process can only be initiated by the presentation of such
an attempt; this is the object of this paper.
Animals cannot be clearly classified as social or non-social, but all levels of social
contact can be observed. In the extremely non-social species, individuals come together
briefly to mate or to fight: they show well-developed spacing mechanisms which
maintain their isolation from others of the same species. Coming down the scale,
one finds patterns which add parental behaviour with one or both sexes participating
in temporary or permanent associations. Further, one finds larger aggregations of
animals of the same sex, then of both sexes, in permanent or temporary associations.
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At the social extreme, one finds societies which remain aggregated throughout the
year. Such species are described as gregarious. It is difficult, however, to define any
limits associated with the concept of gregariousness. Nevertheless we recognize that
in aggregated groups of all types there is a large category of intraspecific behaviour
that we refer to as social behaviour. It is this behaviour which must be analyzed into
components in order to find the similarities which lead to order.
It is apparent from the start that to consider aggregated or non-aggregated species
we are automatically discussing two-dimensional spatial relationships between
animals. It seems probable that these spatial relationships between animals are also
basic in animal organization, since most social (or non-social) behaviour can be
expressed in terms of the distances between animals and their arrangement in space.
Close social organization must also mean small physical distances between individuals.
To get at the factors underlying the spatial organization of animals, we must
consider what may be called a third dimension, a social dimension. This social
dimension is expressed in a wide range of animal behaviour. The expression of this
dimension is social dominance, which appears to be a basic component of the
behaviour of social animals. This social dimension may be called "social mass". In
territorial species of animals, high social dominance is reflected directly in large and
well-situated territories, that is in two-dimensional space. It is this spatial effect of
the social dimension which will provide the basis of the theory of social organization
to be presented.
The last important factor to be considered is that animal groups are not uniform
in type, but are divided into castes such as adult males, adult females, young males,
and immature animals. One knows empirically that animals of one caste behave
towards other members of the same caste differently from the way in which they
behave towards members of other castes. Intercaste behaviour includes such important
categories as courtship, mating, and parental behaviour, while agonistic behaviour
(social dominance contests) is generally better organized on an intracaste basis.
The problem, then, is the basis of organization behaviour in animals which
range along a spectrum from extremely non-social species to extremely gregarious
species. The problem should also include that of society classification or taxonomy.
The approach to the problem is concerned with analysis of social behaviour,
consideration of the spatial organization and its underlying social dimension, and the
interactions of this system with the caste subgroups within species.
The proposed analysis of social behaviour aims to define categories of behaviour
in terms of the effect that they have on the spatial relationships between animals, that
is, their effect upon individual distances between neighbouring animals. These
distances may be maintained visually or be formalized in territories. Basically, the
categories include behaviour which causes distances between animals to be increased
and behaviour which allows these distances to be reduced. The most complete analysis
is best carried out on the behaviour of aggregated groups, since only in these groups
can one observe the behaviour components which reduce distances between animals
as well as those which increase them. The spatial organization of a group of animals
at a given time will reflect the balance between these opposing types of behaviour.
The social dimension is concerned with the behavioural organization between and
within castes. The category of behaviour associated with intraspecific aggressiveness is
regulated by social organization within castes. Social dominance and/or the territorial
system are the most common forms of organization. These systems regulate the
supply of such facilities as food and sex in competitive situations which arise when the
supply of these facilities is limited. It will be suggested that the basic expression of the
social dimension is a type of "extension of self" in space to create a field of social
force associated with an animal. This theory of social force is based on the work of
McBride, James & Shoffner (1963). These social force fields are expressed between
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individuals in a group by releasers or stimuli for intraspecific aggressiveness. The
stimuli are the species and caste morphological or behavioural characteristics. In
groups organized by territories, the territories represent social force fields fixed in
space. Here the stimuli are the territorial marking mechanisms which release avoidance
and spacing behaviour or alternatively aggressive behaviour.
The force fields associated with animals reflect their dominance status within
castes. They also vary from caste to caste, and here are controlled by the mechanisms,
generally hormonal, determining caste status. The effect of force fields differs within
from that between castes since caste as well as species characteristics provide the social
force stimuli. The stimuli have the greatest agonistic effect within castes, and thus the
primary organization of animal groups occurs in this situation. Other types of regula-
tion of force fields, particularly diurnal, will be discussed.
When only intracaste organization occurs, a simple society occurs. Where more
than one caste is present, complex societies develop, and these show the primary
organizations within castes as well as organized intercaste behaviour.
II. Analysis of Social Behaviour
(1) Gregarious Behaviour and the Social Bond
The basic feature of gregarious behaviour is the mutual attraction which draws
animals together. This has been considered by a number of authors, and is apparently
controlled by "social releasers" (Tinbergen, 1951). More recently Chance (1962) has
referred to this behaviour as a "social bond" and has considered the nature of this
bond. Wynne-Edwards (1962) has described it as a centripetal social force.
Its existence is an observed fact, and it is responsible for the coherent nature
of social groups as well as the tendency for groups to organize around a central
dominant animal. That is, the attraction is not only to the other animals, but more
specifically to the dominant animal. In this sense, other animals, and particularly
the dominant animal itself, become a type of positive response situation (P.R.S.)
(Calhoun, 1962). A P.R.S. is defined by Calhoun as a "stationary place whose
characteristics are such as to lead to securing a reward by the individual who responds
there".
Chance (1962) has considered the nature of this social bond in the social primates,
drawing particularly upon the evidence of Kummer (1957). Unweaned baboons seek
the protection of their dams when threatened or frightened; after weaning, they seek
out the animal of highest possible rank. The situation may be summed up in his
quotation of Kummer (1957): "It seems that with advancing age the elements of
behaviour of the young in the relationship with their mother do not vanish but
project themselves upon ever higher ranking individuals." The source of fear or
threat may be from outside the group, e.g. a predator, or from within the group,
when one individual is threatened by another. A frightened animal is attracted to the
highest ranking animal, even when the latter is the cause of the fear (Kummer, 1957).
This situation can also be observed in flocks of domestic hens.
This attraction between animals is responsible for what Hediger (1962) calls a
"social distance". This is the maximum distance that individuals of one society will
move from one another. Once again, in mammalian societies this has its origin in
parent-offspring behaviour, when the young will not move far from their dams.
In territorial animals a similar pattern develops, with the dominant animal often
occupying the central territory. Here the point of attraction is not so obviously the
other animals and the dominant animal in particular. The P.R.S. is more reasonably
a spatial one. In both systems, the animals on the fringes of the group area are more
subject to predation, and one of the important functions of animal aggregation is the
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greater protection afforded from predators. Presumably this is one of the factors
responsible for the role of the central space as a social P.R.S. through the availability
of facilities for competition (e.g. Bartholomew, 1952).
In the evolution of the aggregated group type of social organization from a
territorial type of situation, the social P.R.S. has changed from a central area occupied
by the dominant animal to the dominant animal itself occupying the central position.
The selective forces favouring the development of a social bond seem to be that any
animal leaving a social group must re-enter it or another as a stranger. This usually
leads to low social status. To the extent that low social status is associated with low
reproductive performance, selection will operate to maintain this centripetal social
force generated by the social bond.
Though the role of social dominance has been, and will continue to be,
emphasized, there is a category of gregarious behaviour which involves negligible
intragroup aggressiveness. In its simplest form, animals may aggregate because of
uneven distribution of suitable environmental conditions, physical or nutritional.
The phenomenon is best described as schooling. The level of organization in schools
is more difficult to determine than when social dominance is present, though
Keenleyside (1955) has described some of the conditions determining the organization
of spatial relationships between fishes.
The school pattern can be observed in various forms: animals may spend their
whole lives in schools; they may show schooling when juvenile, develop aggressiveness
and take up territories during the breeding season, and revert to schools during the
non-breeding season; alternatively the schooling may be associated with group
territories, and show elements of dominance behaviour as in the hymenoptera.
In its simplest forms, schooling seems to be a primitive or juvenile type of gregar-
ious behaviour. Even among the gregarious species showing strong dominance
behaviour, there is generally an early period of aggregation without intraspecific
aggressive behaviour. This can be well seen in the domestic fowl, where there is strong
attraction between individuals and following behaviour, before agonistic behaviour
develops.
(2) Intracaste Behaviour
Analysis of intracaste social behaviour may be carried out at any level, from the
neurophysiological through individual behaviour patterns to categories of behaviour
grouped in terms of their function in the society. It is this last type of analysis which
will be attempted: thus each category will contain a wide range of individual behaviour
patterns, though all have a common element in tenns of the role they play in their
particular society. The proposed components are as follows:
(i) Intraspecific aggressiveness.
(ii) Submission.
(iii) Socializing behaviour.
For reasons given above, the range of social behaviour to be discussed can only
be seen in closely aggregated single-caste societies. Probably the best examples of such
societies are found in the domestic animals where husbandry methods keep the
different castes separate and the species have evolved towards closely aggregated
societies under conditions of restraint on movements. The peck order is the ideal type
of closely aggregated society. The same categories of behaviour have been described
in non-domestic species where. strong flock- or herd-forming tendencies are' normal,
particularly during those seasons where the castes form separate societies (or a single
society).
(i) Intraspecific aggressiveness. Intraspecific aggressiveness has long been recognized
as an important category of animal behaviour, and Darwin (1883) considered the
subject at great length,particularly in relation to sexual selection.
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The exact factors involved in intraspecific aggressiveness are complex. Species
recognition is certainly involved, as is also caste recognition. Hormones are involved
both in their effects on secondary sex characteristics and through a direct effect on
aggressiveness. Guhl (1961) showed that the use of testosterone propionate caused hens
to respond aggressively to their penmates, leading to increases in their status in the
normally stable peck order. Bennett (1940) showed that the same hormone caused
ringdoves to increase the size of their territories.
Spatial factors are also involved; the level of aggressiveness of an animal increases
as strangers either approach or cross some defined territorial boundary. In closely
aggregated animals, aggressiveness also varies with the orientation of the heads of
neighbours. This observation suggested that every animal treated as its own the space
in the immediate vicinity of its head, and exerted a social force in this area.
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FIG. 1.-The frequency distribution of head angles (angles through which an animal must turn to
face a neighbour) for nearest (a) and second nearest (b) neighbours in a flock of 9 week old chickens.
(McBride, G., Parer, I. & Shoffner, R. N.; unpublished.)
(a) A theory of fields of social force:
As animals of the same species approach each other, they react to each other.
This is so even in a well-integrated group where the reactions are not strong but
nevertheless may be detected in various ways. For example, if we look at the frequency
distributions of angles through which birds must turn to face their nearest and second
nearest neighbours (head angles), we find quite different distributions (Figure 1);
that is, birds react differently to their nearest neighbour from the way in which they
react to their second nearest neighbour. This can be seen more clearly in adult hens,
when only pairs which are mutual nearest neighbours are considered (Figure 2).
The pattern of behaviour of fowls towards their neighbours was described by
McBride, James, & Shoffner (1963). They photographed adult hens from above,
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FIG. 2.-The frequency distributions of head angles between mutual nearest neigh bours in adult hens
(McBride, G., James, J. W. & Shoffner, R. N.; unpublished.)
drew arrows through the heads of each bird with the arrowhead at the beak, and
analyzed the relationships in terms of the model shown in Figure 3, using the partial
regression equation y = bixi + b2x2 , y being the head angle of the bird under consid-
eration (A), Xl the distance to the neighbour (B), and X2 the head angle of B. The first,
second, and third nearest neighbours were considered, but significant effects arose
primarily from the nearest neighbours. In general, bl was positive and b2 negative.
Linearity was not considered. Thus at any constant distance apart, birds tended to
avoid the face to face situation; if A looks at B, B turns aside. At any constant head
angle of B, as the distance from A descreases, A turns to face B.
These authors also looked at the distribution of heads in the fields of their
photographs. The heads were considered as points; this seemed reasonable, since they
are higher than the bodies and were often observed above the bodies of neighbours.
The test for randomness of the scatter of such points was that of Clarke & Evans
,.- - - - - XI - - - - -
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FIG. 3.--The model used for the analysis of the relationships of head orientation and spacing between
neighbouring adult hens. The arrows represent the heads of birds A and B: B is the nearest neighbour
of A; their head angles to face each other are Y and X. and the distance between them is X"
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(1954). A highly significant tendency towards unifonn non-random spacing was
obtained. Such a result suggests that birds maintain maximum distances from their
neighbours.
Since the photographs were taken at constant time intervals, regardless of the
contents of the field, the behaviour of the hens is one ofconstant adjustment of spacing
and head orientation relative to their neighbours.
If adjustment of head orientation alone is used as a measure of this behaviour,
it can be shown that the behaviour pattern is not constant over the whole range of
distances. The model in Figure 3 was used to analyze the behaviour of birds at different
distances apart: the result is shown in Figure 4. The fact that animals behave differ-
entlyat different approach distances was observed by Hediger (1950), who referred to
flight distance as the approach distance at which an animal would take avoidance
action, and fight distance as the distance at which an animal would fight when unable
to move away. Though these distances were concerned with interspecific situations,
the points marked A and B on Figure 4 may be analogous to fight and flight distances
respectively in the intraspecific situation in the domestic hen. These distances are
approximately 16 and 30 inches respectively.
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FIG. 4.--The relationship between b2 and the distance between neighbouring adult hens, where b2
is the partial regression of the head angle of the bird under consideration on the head angle of its
nearest neighbour. (McBride, G., James, J. W. & Shoffner, R. N.; unpublished.) (Units of distance
are 3.19 inches.)
From Figure 4, it seems that neighbouring birds more than 30 inches apart are
relatively unconcerned with each other or show a slight tendency to turn to avoid
each other's faces. As they approach each other between 16 and 30 inches, this
tendency is very marked. However if they approach within 16 inches, the behaviour
changes and they turn face to face, or, more accurately, beak to beak in an offensive
or defensive position.
In adult turkey males, a similar pattern of behaviour has been observed. The
dominant bird may turn towards a subordinate who turns and moves away but
never vice versa. In addition, the intensity of the reaction can be varied by specific
postures. If the dominant male adopts a threat posture, the avoidance action of the
subordinate is quite violent.
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Other circumstances can affect the behaviour of animals towards their neigh-
bours. Scott (1948) found that delayed feeding increased aggressiveness in a herd of
goats. After feeding, there was a decreased aggressiveness of dominant animals.
When a well-distributed and ample feed supply was available, fighting and obvious
dominance activity was eliminated.
From these observations, a theory of social force fields is proposed. The behaviour
of animals towards neighbours arises as a response to stimuli provided by the
neighbours. These stimuli are the species and caste characteristics, morphological
and behavioural, of the animals. They appear to have two effects: one is centripetal
or mutually attractive, due to the so-called "social releasers" (Tinbergen, 1951); and
the other is centrifugal or repulsive, which maintains spacing between animals. This
intraspecific spacing results in the individual distances observed by Hediger (1950).
The reaction to species and caste traits is not independent of the distance between
animals, and in this the animal behaves as though the area in its immediate vicinity,
particularly in front of its face, is its own "territory". In and overthis area, it may be
said to exert a social force. These social force fields,are repulsive and directional.
Their intensity is related to the social dominance of the animal. That is, animals
higher in the social order maintain more intense and presumably larger force fields
than do animals lower in the dominance hierarchy. The dominance order governs the
priority in keeping these field areas clear of neighbours. Animals low in the social
order attempt to avoid the social force fields of dominant neighbours: if they are
unable to avoid the dominant neighbour's force field, they adopt a submissive posture
while within this area. The intensity of the force fields can be controlled: it increases
as threat is communicated and decreases when an animal submits.
It is suggested that this social force is the primary manifestation of intraspecific
aggressiveness. It affects individuals of the same species, and particularly of the same
caste, which intrude into a particular area in front of an animal. Thc effect of these
forces is to control the spacing between animals, thus giving rise to the individual
distances of Hediger (1950). The mutual attraction between animals (controlled by
social releasers) brings animals to the limits of the force fields of their neighbours.
At this range, the movement pattern of animals is concerned with minimizing the
social forces operating on them.
Animals differ in the intensities and magnitude of their force fields, and these are
learned by other members of the group by agonistic contacts (King, 1963).
Males appear to have greater force fields than females. All show increases with
age, and most vary with season, usually rcaching a maximum in the breeding season.
There appears to be a diurnal rhythm in force field intensity: many animals aggregate
closely at night with little agonistic behaviour. In the domestic fowl and turkey, the
forces appear to be maximum in the morning and evening and lower in the heat of
the day, and during group activities such as feeding and moving.
The caste characters which control the force fields are under hormonal control
and often show graded series related to the dominance hierarchy. For example,
McAlister (1958) found a correlation between social rank in Gambusia hurtadoi and
the intensity of the yellow markings on and at the base of the caudal fin and on the
ventral portion of the caudal peduncle.
The term force is borrowed from Physics: it suggests something measurable with
the possibility of a quantitative approach to social relationships. Work is proceeding
in this problem. The measurement of social forces is more likely to be on a relative
than on an absolute scale. In other words a matrix of forces will operate between
the in(n - 1) combinations of animal pairs within a group of n individuals. The
magnitude of the forces will only have significance relative to the other social forces
operating between pairs within the group.
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The force normally operating between a pair of individuals in a group appears
to be a function of:
a. the social position of the dominant;
b. the social position of the subordinate;
c. the difference in the social positions;
d. the frequency of agonistic contact between the pair;
e. the size of the group.
The relative agonistic contact frequency is the operational component of the function.
Earlier, the field of social force exerted by an animal was described as
a "territory". This was done deliberately, since the parallel between normal territories
of animals and these social force fields is close. This will be considered more fully
below.
(b) Formal regulation of intraspecific aggressiveness:
Most social organization is concerned with the regulation of aggressiveness
within a group. The two main systems are the social dominance hierarchy and terri-
torial patterns of organization. The systems are not mutually exclusive in any way,
and many animal species change from one to another and back again each year.
During the formation of either system, animals adjust to the changing force
fields which are under hormone control. In the early stages of this adjustment consid-
erable fighting occurs, and this is gradually reduced and takes on a formal expression
as the organization develops in either system. Both systems are organized within
castes, though in some species, in the non-breeding season, the males and females
constitute a single asexual caste and form a common dominance hierarchy; for
example, the ring-necked pheasants in winter (Collias & Taber, 1951).
The dominance hierarchy system has been most thoroughly studied in the
domestic fowl, where it has been described by Guhl (1953). The socializing mechanisms
involved in the regulation of intraspecific aggressiveness into a dominance hierarchy
will be discussed below. However, the sequence of aggression followed by submission
is common to both systems. This sequence is concerned in each specific dominance
relationship between pairs of animals. In dominance hierarchies, these may be uni-
directional and based upon "peck right" in the fowl (Allee, 1952); or they may also
be bidirectional (Allee, 1952), as in the ringdove (Guhl, 1961). In the territorial
system, they are bidirectional, but this is regulated by territory and the bidirectional
system appears to be associated with territory (Castoro & Guhl, 1958). The territorial
system was described by Carpenter (1958) as a system reducing stress, pugnacity,
and non-adaptive energy expenditure, and this description could equally well be
applied to the dominance hierarchy.
Social force fields generate individual distances, ranging from small areas
associated with the face in aggregated groups to quite large areas in some species
during the breeding season. While the small force fields move with the animals in
aggregated groups, the force fields are stabilized in space under the territorial system.
This occurs when the territories are large, as they are when they must provide food
or nesting sites, or when they fix in space a competitive situation which occurs when
some areas are superior to others: an example is the beach-front mating territories
of the elephant seal (Bartholomew, 1952).
Dominance and territorial systems both regulate the supply of such essential
facilities as mates, nesting spaces, or feeding space. Where the availability of these
varies in different areas, the territorial system regulates their supply by regulating the
control of space. The dominance hierarchy, on the other hand, is a more flexible
system, in that it regulates facility or commodity supplies in whatever competitive
situation they occur. For example, in a flock of hens, dominance gives priority at the
feeders, waterers, nests, roosts, and dust baths; and for males, availability of mates
(Guhl, 1953).
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Many methods are used by animals for marking territorial areas; scent from
bodily secretions or excreta is used by many species, e.g. by urine in dogs, by chin
glands in the rabbit (Mykytowycz, 1962), and by scapular glands in the flying-fox
(J. Nelson, pel's. comm.). Sound marking is used by song birds. The territorial
marking has the same effect on a stranger as does the presence of the controlling
animal. Aggressiveness increases as an individual enters either the territory or the
force field of another.
While the territories are an expression offorce field, their stabilization by marking
serves, with time, to reduce the amount of contact between animals and thus the
amount of aggression.
When territorial rights are respected, aggression and submission take on the
ritualized patterns associated with low levels of aggressiveness. These are also observed
in dominance hierarchies.
Both territory and social dominance have been shown to be increased by injec-
tions of testosterone propionate (Bennett, 1940; Guhl, 1961).
(ii) Submission. Lorenz (1952) pointed out that when intraspecific aggressiveness
was present in a gregarious species, associated as it often is with powerful weapons of
intraspecific offence, there must be some mechanism to prevent its operation from
harming the individuals of the species. That is, there should be some mechanism to
stop an act of aggression when one individual has been defeated. This mechanism
is that of submission.
(a) Flight:
The simplest and one of the most Common forms of submissive behaviour is
flight. However, if flight is not to be followed by pursuit and continued aggression,
flight itself must be an acceptable act of submission; that is, it must dissipate the
aggressive drive of the victor. This can be seen in domestic animals, which are normally
restrained so that effective flight is not possible. Here, a slight avoidance movement
appears to have the effect of restraining the victor, though the latter may continue
to give a formal nip on the neck in pigs or a peck on the comb in fowls. Probably
the acceptance of such a formal flight pattern instead of complete flight represents
an adaptation to high density conditions. Such adaptations have a special significance
in domestic animals. In terms of the force field model, flight operates by removing
the vanquished animal from the force field ofthe victor. This can be achieved by retreat,
turning aside, or a combination of the two.
(b) Force altering behaviour:
Lorenz (1952) described the motionless exposure of the neck of a submitting
wolf after a fight. In the domestic fowl, in the baboon, and in the rhesus monkey,
the submission behaviour signal seems to be basically sexual in origin, though formal
versions of these signals are more common in integrated groups. In the hen, the intense
version of the submissive signal is a sexual crouch. This can occasionally be seen after
a conflict between two birds. More rarely the dominant bird grasps the comb of,
mounts, and attempts to treat the submitting hen. One can demonstrate this sexual
submission signal very easily by walking quietly among a flock of domestic hens and
giving a slight but sudden movement of the foot beside a hen. It will normally respond
with a sexual crouch. The fonnal equivalent is a lowering of the head for a peck on the
comb. The use of sexual presentation as a submission signal between two males or
two females has been commonly described in apes. Zuckerman (1932) has described
this pattern in baboons under the abnormal restrained conditions of a zoo, and Mason
(1961) and others have also described this pattern in the chimpanzee. Morris (1955)
referred to this as pseudofemale behaviour.
The requirement of submissive behaviour is that it shall prevent continued
aggression. The sexual type in the fowl and the baboon illustrates this well. After a
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conflict, the loser presents sexually. The dominant animal thus receives a signal
which converts its aggressive drive to a sexual drive. It attempts to mate-abortive1y-
thus inhibiting the sexual drive. The pertinent point is that aggression has ceased.
If the reaction to aggression involves certain types of sexual or infantile displace-
ment behaviour, these may provide the basis for the evolution of submissive behaviour
patterns. This type of behaviour is basically intercaste and therefore not subject to
normal intracaste force fields.
In the pig, a modification of the distress squeal of a young pig is the intense
form of submissive behaviour. Possibly the significance of the neck in submission in
wolves (Lorenz, 1952) is that cubs are normally carried by the neck. These both
appear to be of infantile origin.
A more subtle form of submissive behaviour can often be observed in well-
integrated groups, particularly of cattle and pigs. In cattle, when two animals are
standing together, the subordinate beast generally has its eyelids lowered and its
neck and head angles nearer to horizontal than its dominant neighbour. By such a
posture it is continually communicating submission and presumably lowering its
own force field.
(c) "Acceptance" of submission:
It is apparent that the dominant animal is involved in the "acceptance" of
submission.* Any form of displacement behaviour activity as a response to aggression
is not likely to be effective while the vanquished animal remains within the area of the
force field of the victor and is itself exerting a social force. Thus the submissive
behaviour must remove this force field of the vanquished animal and the stimulus to
aggressiveness it provides to the victor. The "acceptance" occurs when the stimulus
to aggressiveness is removed by flight or when the aggressive drive is inhibited or
transferred to some other drive as a result of the stimulus provided by some iiltercaste
behaviour of the vanquished animal.
(iii) Socializing behaviour. While submissive signals operate to eliminate aggres-
sive drives in specific pair encounters, there is a group of mechanisms which together
bring about socialization. These lower the general level of aggressiveness between
individuals in a social group, thus allowing aggregation to occur. The factors to be
described have this in common, they all allow individual spacing distances or force
fields to be reduced.
(a) Recognition:
Non-social animals maintain their spacing by epideictic display (Wynne-Edwards,
1962). When pairs meet there is a contest, sometimes involving a fight, sometimes
highly formalized. Aggregated animals on the other hand meet regularly, yet generally
only settle their dominance relationships once, and these are learned and reinforced
by a series of repeated threats and submissions. The result is that individuals within
an aggregated group learn to recognize each other. The dominance type of social
organization involving close aggregation could not exist without individual
recognition.
Recognition has three components, individuality, identification, and memory
(learning).
In cross-fertilized animals there is no problem of identity, since each individual
is genetically unique (with the exception of identical twins). This genetic individuality
shows in all aspects of an animal's phenotype, in both morphological and biochemical
traits. Kalmus (1955) showed that trained police dogs were able to distinguish between
the scent of unrelated individuals but did not normally distinguish the scents of
*The use of the term "appeasement behaviour" (Kikkawa, 1961) illustrates this point.
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identical twins. These body scents are the normal means of identification in dogs,
and they recognize each other by sniffing each other's anal glands. The evidence of
Kalmus (1955) suggests that each individual has its own unique identity in this
character. That animals have morphological individuality is clear to anyone who has
ever observed them.
The senses that animals use for identification are sight, sound, and smell. Guhl
(1953) studied the means by which domestic fowls identified each other, using attacks
by penmates as the criterion of non-recognition. He found the recognition was visual
and that alterations to the head and comb caused more non-recognition than
alterations to other parts of the body.
Bartholomew & Collias (1962) described the use of sound for the location of their
pups by elephant seal females when they return from feeding trips. Very young pigs
respond immediately to the feeding call of their own dam but not to the feeding call
of a sow in an adjoining pen.
Very many animals use scent for individual identification; dogs are probably the
best example because of their practice of sniffing each other's anal glands. Pigs will
gather and sniff a newcomer to a pen for some minutes before they attack it.
Memory, or length of unreinforced recall, has not been widely studied, but
Guhl (1953) reported that fowls failed to recognize each other after a period of
approximately two weeks: once again he used attack by previous penmates as his
criterion of non-recognition. The author has observed attacks on nine weeks old
littermates, in pigs, after a separation of only one week.
The"number of individuals which an animal can recognize is important, since it
will detennine either the size of a group or the size of a subgroup and the degree of
isolation of subgroups. McBride & Foenander (1962) found that domestic hens in
flocks of eighty tended to restrict their areas of movement to one-third of the available
area so that they would normally meet about two-thirds of the birds in the flock. It
was postulated that the area of movement would reflect the number of birds a hen
could remember. This number is probably of the order of fifty in the domestic fowl.
A good indication of the presence of unrecognized individuals in a flock of hens
housed together was reported by Morgan & BonzeI' (1959), who observed many pairs
of birds fighting after a flock was moved to a new pen.
In domestic animals, recognition of other individuals often appears to operate
at two levels; that is, subgroup formation occurs in some groups. When McBride &
Foenander (1962) removed the fence between two flocks of the same inbred line of
domestic hens, fights occurred between individuals of the two flocks, and an open
area or "no man's land" developed along the old fence line. Few birds crossed this
line during three weeks' observations. The behaviour of birds towards individuals
of the same original pen was quite different from that towards individuals of a different
original flock. Hale (1956) showed that there was a tendency for birds of any breed
to generalize their dominance reactions towards individuals of a different breed after
an initial encounter with a member of the second breed. An unpublished study showed
that when individuals of four different breeds of chickens were intermingled at either
a few hours or ten weeks of age, the level of interaction between members of the same
breed was quite different from their level of interaction with individuals of the other
breeds. In both cases the behaviour of birds towards others of the same breed was
different from their behaviour towards individuals of the other breeds. The experi-
mental conditions were not such as to eliminate the type of self-recognition implied
in the "species learning" aspect of imprinting proposed by Lorenz (1952).
Though members of the different breeds in the studies reported above did not
behave towards each other as would strangers, the basic element of discrimination
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necessary for subgroup formation was present. Recognition, not only of individuals
but of breed type, was necessary to provide the basis of the discriminatory behaviour
observed.
Recognition operates in aggregated groups by allowing formal dominance
relationships to exist between recognized pairs of individuals. Thus its basic role is
socialization since it allows individual distances to be reduced.
Another type of recognition may be associated with the schooling type of
aggregation. This involves the use of a hive or colony scent on all individuals of a
group, e.g. in the ants. This allows recognition of large numbers of individuals within
a group. Aggressiveness is only displayed between individuals of different colonies,
and the colony is the unit of lowered aggressiveness and thus of lowered approach
distances.
(b) Asocial behaviour:
What may be described as asocial behaviour is often observed in a flock of
domestic fowl. What appears to happen is that birds can engage in some forms of
behaviour which "switch" off their force fields. Feeding, self-grooming, apparent
sleep or "eye-shutting" are examples.
One can often observe two hens approach each other in an erect posture beside a
feed trough. They stand motionless for up to thirty seconds; then, as though by mutual
consent, they lower their heads, turn to the trough and commence feeding. Submission
is involved by the subordinate bird's remaining motionless, and the dominant bird
breaks off the interaction and commences feeding first.
Again a hen can often be observed to approach another in a threatening posture;
the bird approached will either turn and start grooming or squat and close its eyes.
In all of these cases the birds appear to have "switched" out of the social field of
forces. Self-grooming and grazing can often be observed in cattle in similar situations.
Fowls often have their heads almost touching when feeding. If one raises its head so as
to bring its beak close to the other, the latter may make a swift avoidance movement;
alternatively it may raise its head and cause the first bird to avoid it. In other cases,
both birds hold their heads raised a few inches for perhaps five to ten seconds and
then resume feeding.
Another example of asocial behaviour was observed in turkey males in a pen
which was halved in area at ten day intervals. Birds were observed standing along the
fences facing outwards pecking at the wires.
Once again, asocial behaviour involves socialization, since it allows individual
distances to be reduced.
(c) Play in animals:
Play has often been described by observers in many species. It takes several forms,
though agonistic behaviour is very common. For example, in pigs, the initiator will
usually scamper around the pen before running up to another animal, often a socially
dominant pig, and biting the latter on the neck. A typical mouth to neck struggle will
develop, often lasting for some time, with the subordinate animal commonly initiating
each renewal of the struggle. One seldom observes an agonistic type defeat and retreat
in such play. In dogs, play is initiated by a wagging of the tails after normal recognition
formalities.
The justification for including play in the socializing behaviour category is that
it appears to relax the social force fields completely for the duration of the play and
reduce them for some time after.
(d) "Contact" behaviour:
Some socialization mechanisms involve physical contact between animals within
a group. Zuckerman (1932) appears to have been the first to suggest that mutual
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grooming among baboons was not exclusively concerned with the removal of ecto-
parasites and foreign bodies. He suggested (p. 58) that "it is perhaps legitimate to
regard the picking reaction and the stimulus of hair as factors involved in the main-
tenance of a social group in sub-human primates". One often observes, in cattle,
mutual grooming of parts of the body which could easily be licked by the animal
itself. There is a clear communication pattern based on agonistic behaviour involved
in the initiation of grooming. The animal to be groomed gives a neighbour a slight
bunt with its head and turns aside to bring the area to be groomed into close proximity
to the mouth of the neighbour. The latter generally responds by licking the former,
though sometimes the communication pattern is repeated several times before the
licking commences. The sequence of bunt followed by licking (parental and intercaste
behaviour) is strongly reminiscent of threat and submission.
Pigs are described as "contact" animals (Hediger, 1950), because they move and
rest in physical contact with each other. This physical contact may operate as a
socializing mechanism in pigs.
Since contact brings animals together, it is classified as socialization.
(e) Group activities (Allelomimetic behaviour):
It seems to the author that many of the activities carried out together by a group
of animals are socializing (by definition) in function. For example, after the breeding
season, many migratory birds come together; that is, their individual distances are
reduced. During this period they spend hours flying together in circles. While this
presumably prepares them for flying together in a group while migrating, it also seems
likely that this enables them to adjust their behaviour by bringing about low individual
distances and force fields until they can operate as an integrated group. The "come
fly with me" call described by Lorenz (1952) in his jackdaws seems to be an example
of this type of behaviour.
The group of activities described as social facilitation falls into this category.
Social facilitation refers to the tendency of animals to "join in" when they observe
another performing some activity such as feeding. The sight of an animal feeding is a
stimulus to cause other animals to commence feeding. It seems to be this tendency
which is partly responsible for the diurnal rhythmic patterns often observed in
animals, e.g. Wood-Gush (1959).
This type of phenomenon may have the effect of keeping the force fields of a
group of animals synchronized. Because different activities are associated with differ-
ent individual distances, joint activities ensure that, at any given time, the force fields
of the majority of animals are approximately equal.
(f) Ritualization of behaviour:
Ritualization, particularly of agonistic behaviour, brings about milder formal
communication patterns, particularly of threat behaviour which increases social
tensions. Agonistic communication patterns are not observed only in intense and mild
forms. Instead, there is a complete range varying in intensity from one extreme to the
other, depending on the specific set of circumstances.
The process of integration can be observed for a week or so after a group of
strange fowls are brought together in a flock. During this period there is a change in
the pattern of agonistic behaviour from the extreme form, involving fighting, down to
the highly ritualized forms observed in the integrated flock. Formal threat behaviour
involves milder force fields and thus smaller individual distances. It also requires only
mild submission signals.
(g) Schooling behaviour:
Schooling behaviour in fish seems to be a non-aggressive aggregation of the
animals, with elements of the other socializing behaviour mechanisms, i.e. asocial and
group activities. Animals aggregate without overt aggressiveness, though their spatial
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relationships are well organized (Keenleyside, 1955). Sticklebacks and rudds aggregate
closely in new quarters, when disturbed, or when feeding (social facilitation). Dispersal
increases when animals become familiar with their environment and increases further
when they are hungry. Male sticklebacks show greater individual distances than
females, and these increase with the onset of sexual activity, the males taking up
territories.
These schools seem to represent a juvenile type of social organization, involving
close aggregation without overt aggressiveness. Keenleyside (1955) suggests that
schooling behaviour may be similar to resting or sleeping. He quotes supporting
conclusions from the studies of Holzapfel (1940) and Craig (1918). He suggests that
schooling behaviour is appetitive and that, as in rest or sleep, the "doing nothing"
states actually have consummatory value.
This interpretation of schooling behaviour would fit the situation in the asocial
behaviour category, which could perhaps account for the extremely low intragroup
aggressiveness. Nevertheless, the patterns of varying spacing relationships suggest
that social force fields are still present, though at an intensity at which overt
aggressiveness does not occur.
(iv) Discussion. The mutual attraction of the social bond is aided by socializing
mechanisms and opposed by force fields resulting from intraspecific aggressiveness;
this constitutes an ambivalent situation. It is the author's belief that intraspecific
aggressiveness, which is subject to intragroup natural selection, is the basic component
in non-schooling social behaviour and that the social organization is an adaptation
to the existence of this component. The situation may be represented in the model
shown in Figure 5.
The model suggests that animals are mutually attracted by the social bond and
repelled by the social force fields. The balance of this ambivalent situation is modified
by the socializing mechanisms operating on the force fields. Acts of aggression are
terminated by submissive behaviour and result in learned dominance relationships.
Intraspecific
Submissiveness
Relationship
(Learned)
1
Mutual
Attraction
(Social Bond)
(a) learned by agonistic contact frequency
FIG. 5.-A model showing the relationship between the various components of social and spatial
organization in animals.
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A matrix of dominance relationships results in the social organization of the group
which is learned by individuals. The relative frequency of agonistic contact between
any pair of individuals results in the learning of approach distances to each dominant
animal by its subordinates. This gives rise to spatial organization within a group.
. During observations on turkey males, two pairs of birds were generally observed
together. In each pair the dominant member of the pair seldom pecked or threatened
the subordinate. Pairs of birds in which the dominant male pecked or threatened the
subordinate frequently showed spacing distances greater than average, and these
were maintained by the subordinate bird.
Another interesting pattern of behaviour was observed in these turkeys, which
were restrained in relatively small areas; On two occasions after fights, birds dropped
considerably in social position. The vanquished birds were persistently attacked, and
spent over a day running almost continuously. Though they each only fought with one
bird, after their defeat they were attacked persistently by all of their social superiors,
and, during this period, some of their subordinates achieved dominance over them
while they were persistently in a submissive posture. If the vanquished bird tried to
attack these subordinates by adopting a threat posture, a well-established dominant
male would immediately attack it. On the second day, the situation became less
violent and the social force fields operated in the opposite way to protect the
vanquished bird. In this situation, if any but the alpha bird threatened the defeated
male, one of its social superiors would immediately threaten the aggressor. Sometimes
an even higher bird in the social order would then join in. The chain reaction led to a
moving queue or chain with the vanquished bird leading, followed by its aggressor,
followed in turn by the latter's social superior, and so on. All except the first bird were
in threatening postures, though these did not usually involve full male display. In a
restricted area only the alpha bird normally showed full male display.
These observations suggest that, at least in restricted areas, the force fields
operated directly to lower the level of overt aggression in the group. In force field
terms, any except the alpha bird adopting a threat posture in a restricted area was
within the force field of a dominant neighbour and would stimulate a dominant to
attack it. This situation has also been regularly observed in flocks of domestic hens.
It is generally considered that a dominance hierarchy is made up of a series of
independent pair dominance relationships. However if this were so, the
probability of achieving a linear peck order would be extremely low.* Under
these conditions, the probability of achieving a linear peck order in a flock
of ten fowls would be quite negligible. Two factors could alter this situation. The
first would occur if the birds formed an ordered series in aggressiveness, fighting
ability, and all other factors which enter into the probability of success in winning
dominance encounters. This is unlikely because of the existence of the "peck lag"
effect (McBride, 1958), which operates to cause a correlation between the results
of the succeeding encounters of each bird during the formation of a peck order.
The second factor is a lack of independence in the results of pair encounters. This
would occur if an animal's probability of winning a dominance encounter were
influenced by observation of the other bird's dominance relationships with other
flockmates of known dominance relationship.
Linear social orders are so common in small groups, yet it is highly unlikely
that they could be formed by the occurrence of independent pair dominance relation-
ships; this appears to have been overlooked in past studies.
[N(~-l) ]
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Since a lack of independence in pair dominance relationships implies a higher
level of organization than is usually attributed to animals, evidence on this point
would be desirable.
Guhl (1961) showed that aggressiveness and submissiveness, as well as the male
and female sex drive, are mediated respectively by androgen and oestrogen. Pre-
sumably the intensity and size of the force fields in animals are regulated by a balance
between these hormones. This balance, or the sensitivity of the tissues to these
hormones, varies throughout the year, as do the sizes of the force fields: these reach
a maximum during the breeding season. They also vary with age, reaching full
development with sexual maturity. Thus each caste has its own balance, which may
be expressed in individual distances in a social situation. Here, however, there may
be some qualitative differences in the nature of the stimuli provoking aggressiveness
within a force field, as well as differences in field size. These stimuli would be con-
cerned with secondary sex (or other caste) characteristics, both morphological and
behavioural.
Independent of this basic pattern, changes in force fields occur throughout the
day and are associated with specific activities. Examples are movement, rest, and
feeding. When animals are hungry, they commonly disperse and increase their move-
ment activity (Keenleyside, 1955). Sexually receptive females show similar behaviour
(Young, 1961). The increased aggressiveness in hungry goats (Scott, 1948) suggests
that the tendency towards dispersal with hunger may be regulated by the change
in force field size.
Other types of organization in space will be considered later (spatial
organization).
(3) Intercaste Behaviour
(i) Courtship and mating. In most animals, mating is preceded by a series of
behaviour patterns collectively referred to as courtship behaviour. Courtship, leading
as it does to intraspecific mating, has many aspects. However, animals generally are
subject to a pattern of spacing behaviour which is regulated by the fields of social
forces in which they move. One would therefore expect that part of the behaviour
leading up to mating would be concerned with the lowering of individual distances
to zero. One would also expect this aspect of courtship to be regulated by agonistic
behaviour.
When one considers a non-social animal like the cat, the courtship precedes a
mating which Scott (1958) describes as follows: "Even in mating, the male and
female will yowl, spit, and claw at each other in a way which is difficult to distinguish
from conflict." It appears as though courtship in this species reduced social forces
to a threshold sufficient only to allow the pair to approach and mate. Even in social
species the female maintains an individual distance from the male, unless it is in
oestrus or in a period of sexual receptivity.
A number of workers have studied the agonistic aspects of courtship and mating
and its effect on approach distances between the sexes. Marier (1956) has made some
comparisons between the normal approach distances in chaffinches. Dominant females
allowed subordinate females to approach closer than other females, and males allowed
females to approach more closely than other males. Tinbergen (1953) suggested that
the prenuptial behaviour of females appeased the males and suppressed the escape
behaviour of females.
The agonistic component of mating can be seen in the domestic fowl, where
dominant hens are less receptive sexually than subordinates (Guhl, 1961). This author
suggests that the submissive attitude is a component of sexual receptivity: it is,
however, possible that sexual behaviour has evolved a secondary function in sub-
mission.
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Hinde (1953) found that in chaffinches the males were dominant in winter and
the females were dominant in spring. The male display occurred in situations in
which there was a balance between the approach tendency (courtship) and the ten-
dency to flee from the female. Again he suggested that the attempts to copulate were
unsuccessful unless the sex drive was adequate to inhibit aggressiveness.
Peterson (1955) observed that pairing in migratory bank swallows resulted from
the persistent returning by a female to an area in the face of aggressive attacks by the
male. After a pair-bond formed, both mates shared in attacks on other birds.
This tendency towards lowered aggressiveness between mates during pair forma-
tion has the normal elements of aggregated social group formation. Courtship leading
to mating is still necessary within the pair. This can be observed in paired flying
foxes in the breeding season. In this species mating occurs frequently each day at
the height of the season, but considerable courtship, often in the face of strong
aggressive responses by the female, is necessary before copulation can occur towards
the end of the receptive period (Nelson, 1963). Collias & Taber (1951) found that
ring-necked pheasants formed a single-caste social order in winter. In the breeding
season, aggressiveness increased within sexes and decreased between sexes. There is
probably a general inverse relationship between the aggressiveness within and between
groups which is also present in these intercaste mating pairs. Moynihan (1958) also
observed that pairing in gulls was followed by a reduction in intersexual hostility
and the emergence of sexual behaviour.
The breakdown of individual distances during courtship leading to mating seems
to suggest that external stimuli from the male lead to the crossing of a threshold
beyond which sexual behaviour replaces repulsive intersex aggressive behaviour. The
level of this threshold determines the amount of courtship necessary to cross it or
even the possibility of crossing it. This level is under hormone control. Kislack &
Beach (1955), working with hamsters, found that oestrogen increased aggressiveness
and that progesterone alone did not reduce aggressiveness. However, oestrogen
followed by progesterone eliminated fighting and reduced other forms of aggression.
"The ovarian hormone that renders the female receptive also inhibits her tendency
to attack the male."
An example of a courtship pattern leading to mating was described by Guhl &
Craig (1962), in the domestic fowl. The sequence is as follows:
Male Female
Sexual approaCheS~Escape by running
{
Waltz --.. AVOids by stepping aside
from rear
Other approaches~ Sexual croucl~ avoids
Mountlllg and treading __________.
------"'Moves tail to one ,ide and
........ everts cloaca
Spreads tail and everts cloaca~
______vents meet
Ejaculation------
Steps off--------_ Stands, fluffs feathers, may run
May circle or waltz
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The ability of the male's courtship to stimulate the female to the mating threshold
is determined in part by the sexual approach. Guhl (1962) showed that the "rear"
approach was more effective than the "waltz" or "wing flutter" approaches. Guhl
(1962) considered that the mating approach also contains an element of dominance;
"cocks need sufficient aggressiveness to dominate the females.....".
In force field theory, the female responds to the approach of the male by sub-
mitting in a sexual crouch or by flight, which is similar to a normal intracaste situa-
tion. By crouching, she provides the stimulus for the male to mount; if he does not,
the sequence ends by the hen moving out of the male's field. The crouch, however,
involves an elimination of her individual distance with regard to the male, so allowing
the sequence to continue.
(ii) Parental behaviour. Scott (1958), has described two types ofbehaviour associated
with parenthood, care-soliciting and care-giving behaviour. In parent-offspring
relationships, care-giving is generally a response to specific stimuli associated with
care-soliciting behaviour. However, this situation depends on the existence of a
specific parent-offspring bond. In many animals, a parent will normally respond
quite aggressively to young animals which are not her own (Mykytowycz, 1959).
Thus once again the basic relationship between adult and young is agonistic, with
some combination of recognition and care-soliciting behaviour responsible for the
low level of aggressiveness within a parent-offspring bond. Once again it is extremely
clear that the formation of this bond and its associated behaviour is strongly under
hormone control (Lehrman, 1961).
Even within the specific parent-offspring relationship, there is an agonistic
element which generally increases until the offspring reaches maturity. The rate of
increase is not even throughout but it is subject to sudden increases at certain times,
for example at weaning in mammals. This increase in agonistic behaviour is expressed
in the consequent development of spacing tendencies. In the pig, the first expression
of a spacing mechanism occurs when the sow first stands up after farrowing (McBride,
1963). She gradually rocks herself into an upright position and then slowly rises to
her feet. Throughout, she gives a specific avoidance call or snort, with strong exhaling.
This call appears to have the effect of causing the piglets to stand well away from
her, huddled in a group. If one approaches her, she will nudge it firmly away; if it
persists, she'may take it in her mouth and throw it back quite violently. Her behaviour
reinforces their tendency to avoid her. Her call sounds very similar to the threat
call of a sow to another sow.
There are also several attracting calls at this age. The distress squeal or the
feeding squeal (not well differentiated at this age) will cause the sow to give a feeding
call and roll over to give the piglets better access to the udder. Her feeding call
attracts the piglets to the udder. When a piglet wanders away from the sow
to defaecate or urinate, it gives a location call. The sow immediately responds with
her location call which attracts the other piglets to her snout.
As the piglets grow and become more persistent with their hunger squeals, the
sow responds less frequently with her feeding call and more frequently with an
avoidance call which inhibits the ingestive drive of the piglets. This avoidance call
also resembles the sow's threat call. If the piglets persist, she again nudges them
away and often gives one a sharp nip. The spatial balance in this ambivalent situation
moves from close proximity at birth to the regular maintenance of individual distances
at weaning. Nevertheless, during movement or sleeping, the pigs show typical contact
behaviour and when feeding or moving they maintain contact with location calls.
Altmann (1960) has also considered this situation in the young moose and elk.
In the moose, the first change in dam-offspring relationship occurs at weaning, where
the individual distances are increased. The second change occurs just before the next
calf is born, when the dam "drives the juvenile away from her". Up to this point
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the offspring has ranked socially with its dam; it must now rank very low socially.
The ambivalent situation of attraction to and rejection by the dam is resolved in
terms of an individual distance from the dam. This is found by the offspring by trial
and error. Two other alternatives are observed; one involves attachment to an older
bull moose and the other the formation of a caste group of yearlings; both involve
lower individual distances than is possible with the dam. As sexual maturity
approaches during the rutting season, the young males are forced to maintain great
individual distances, as indeed are all males. The young female is also rejected by
other females, now paired with bulls. In the elk, only the male goes through the
extreme spacing procedure as it reaches sexual maturity; the females are incorporated
into the harem groups.
(iii) Flight Distance. An interesting parallel exists between the behaviour of animals
within the individual distance of a social dominant and their behaviour when
approached by an animal of another species. In both cases the animals take avoidance
action when approached closer than a specific distance. The interspecific situation
has been described by Hediger (1950) as the flight distance of an animal; that is the
minimum distance of approach to an animal before it flees.
This parallel suggests that flight distance and individual distance may be two
aspects of the one phenomenon, the former operating between species and the latter
within species and subject to caste differences.
(iv) Discussion. The main caste groups in animals are mature males, mature females,
young males, and immature animals. Young animals characteristically show negligible
individual distances. These increase with the onset of agonistic behaviour. In the
pig this begins early, at about twenty-four hours of age. The development occurs
slowly and is generally independent of sex until secondary sex characteristics begin
to develop. From this stage the social situation develops more on an intrasex basis,
with the males developing greater individual distances than the females. The females
continue to increase the intensity and specificity of their force fields until sexual
maturity. Males on the other hand suffer a check as they approach sexual maturity,
due to the presence of other adult males.
At times in some species an anoestrus or asexual type situation develops, and
this is associated to some extent with changes in secondary sex characteristics,
especially in birds. At this phase the species may form unisexual groups, for example
cattle and red deer; and, in others, the sexes may form a single group, almost homo-
geneous and asexual in organization, for example, in some migratory birds and the
ring-necked pheasant (Collias & Taber, 1951).
The castes are primarily sexual, though at different seasons they may become
more or less discrete subgroups within the general society organization. Age castes
are not clearly discrete subgroups. Rather there is a continuous pattern of change,
though the rate of change increases sharply at critical growth stages, particularly
the onset of adolescence and sexual maturity.
The intercaste behaviour patterns associated with immature animals seem to be
primarily agonistic, with the older animals dominating the younger ones. In this
sense they are relatively simple. However, the two main types of intercaste situations,
male-female and parent-offspring are qualitatively different and associated with
specific hormonal states. Nevertheless, there is a strong element ofagonistic behaviour
in their expression. To this extent only, the force field theory can be evoked to account
for their spacing and mutual approach behaviour. Obviously there is also a wide
range of other specific behaviour patterns associated with these hormonal situations,
though these have not been discussed.
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(4) Inter- and Intra-caste Behaviour
(i) Spatial organization. Spatial organization in animals, in so far as it reflects
individual distances peculiar to a caste at any season, must be considered separately
for each caste in a society of animals. In addition, the spatial relationships of the
castes, one to another, must also be considered. Most spatial organization is con-
cerned with adjustment to force fields, both in aggregated groups and in widely
spaced and territorial situations. Nevertheless other types of spatial patterns are
associated with certain behavioural activities such as movement, feeding, and resting.
On the whole, little is known of these patterns, but it is likely to be a rewarding
field of study.
(a) Aggregated groups:
In aggregated groups, spatial organization can arise in many situations. The
basic type of spatial organization seems to be concerned with maintenance of complex
patterns of individual distances. In turkey males, the dominant animals are generally
the most widely separated in a pen. A similar pattern was observed by Beilharz
(1963), in penned dairy cows.
In turkey males of lower social status, spacing distances seem to be related to
relative peck frequencies, particularly in the extreme case of animals usually found
together. In such pairs, pecks are relatively rare.
Social dominance confers advantages in many ways, one of which is flight
distance (Hediger, 1950). Beilharz (1963) reported that, in pens of dairy cows, the
dominant animals retreated to the far fence when a man entered the pen. As he
approached, the subordinate animals were those which were nearest, and these tried
to break past him. The tendency of dominant animals to maintain central territories
or central positions in a group may be a reflection of this tendency to maintain the
maximum flight distance from possible predators. In a number of activities, the
dominant animal occupies a position in the centre of a group. This is found in
domestic fowls roosting at night (Guhl, 1953), and in pigs at feeding, where the
fodder is strewn on the noor of the pen. In a group of cattle being worked in yards,
the dominant animals are generally in the centre of the group. This is common in
various territorial situations, for example the strutting grounds of the sage grouse
(Scott, 1958).
Crofton (1958) has described an interesting pattern of grazing behaviour in
British sheep. The flock breaks down into sub-groups of approximately six. The
orientation of the animals with their heads down grazing is such that each animal
keeps another two sheep each at an angle of 55° on either side of its head and body
axis. This pattern seems to be concerned with maintaining their location relative to
each other and to physical features of the locality, since Crofton found too that
trees and other conspicuous features of the landscape were also incorporated into
this pattern.
McBride & Foenander (1962) reported a structure, based upon territorial type
behaviour, in domestic fowls penned intensively. This structure seemed to be an
adaptation to large flock conditions by birds which can recognize only a limited
number of their penmates.
There have been a number of cases of organized movement reported in animals.
One interesting example is described by Washburn & De Yore (1962), in baboons.
When groups of baboons are moving, the dominant males, females, and young are
in the centre, while two groups of subordinate males form an advance guard and
rear-guard. If the group is attacked from behind, the advance guard and central
body accelerate while the rear-guard does not (Washburn, pel's. comm.)
These spatial arrangements concerned with normal activity situations take many
forms. Three important types have been described, one concerned with memory of
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individuals, one with location relative to other animals and physical features of the
landscape, and the third with the tendency of dominant animals to keep to the centre
of a group. The last is probably related to priority in flight distances or advantages
in a specific location, if it is formalized by territory formation.
(b) Territory:
Territories in animals are fixed areas which are maintained, marked, and
defended by individuals of a group against intrusion by other members of (usually)
the same caste and species. Defence is generally carried out by the male, and some-
times by the female or both sexes. Territories may be permanent or seasonal, and
usually some territories are "better" than others in terms of the facilities they provide.
The hypothesis suggested here is that territories are force fields stabilized in
space. They appear to have all of the properties of force fields, and their stabilization
seems to be equivalent to a socializing mechanism. This is not in the sense of lowering
individual approach distances, though the distances animals can approach on their
own territories without conflict is reduced. They are equivalent to socializing
mechanisms only in the sense that they formalize the force fields in space and lower
the degree of agonistic behaviour in a group.
Territories in social animals are chiefly concerned with mating, feeding, or
nesting. At these periods one also expects force fields to be maximum in size. Terri-
tories may be for mating only, for example the lekking areas of the sage grouse
(Scott, 1942). In addition, they may serve to include the females with or without
young, e.g. the elephant seal territories described by Bartholomew (1952). Mating
territories are generally associated with polygamy.
Nesting territories mayor may not be associated with feeding areas, and
Mykytowycz (1960) separated feeding and shelter territories in the rabbit. The word
nesting is used in a broad sense to include all associations for the purpose of rearing
young-there may be no fixed nest-building behaviour. The flying fox (Nelson, 1963)
provides an example of nesting territories, and the rabbit or prairie dog (King, 1955)
provide examples of nesting, mating, and feeding territories.
All territories do not have equal values, and considerable competition occurs
for favoured situations and large-sized territories. Mykytowycz (1959) showed clearly
that the dominant female in a rabbit group maintained control of the only burrow,
while subordinate females lived and bred in unprepared surface shelter sites. This led
to considerable differences between the reproductive rates of the dominant and sub-
ordinate females. Bartholomew (1952) showed that dominant elephant seals main-
tained mating territories suitably placed on the beaches, while subordinate and young
males had territories on the outskirts of the mating areas, and these were seldom
observed with females.
It would appear that populations are regulated partly by this territorial system
(Ratcliffe, 1958). Animals able to secure suitable territories appear to suffer less
predation than animals forced to occupy fringe territories, such as those in single
caste (usually male) aggregated on the outskirts of the group (Mykytowycz, 1959;
Bartholomew, 1952). Ratcliffe (1958) suggests this provides a mild population regulat-
ing system. Further population regulation seems to be associated with the social
stress involved in territorial and society organization breakdown, e.g. Ratcliffe (1958),
Deevey (1960).
There are other territorial situations beside the two major groups described.
The most common of these are found in sedentary or semisedentary animals, for
example limpets (Scott, 1958), and aggregated group territories, for example the
howling monkeys described by Carpenter (1934), Altmann (1959), and the wolves
described by Scott (1958). In these two cases, the group moves around the territory,
which is marked by sound (monkeys) and scent (wolves).
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Wynne-Edwards (1962) has drawn attention to the scale on which territorial
size and desirability must be measured. The scale is in terms of availability of the
facilities for which the territory operates; in feeding territories, the size will be related
to the long-term harvesting of an area without depletion of resources.
(c) Breakdown of spatial organization:
Force fields lead to spatial distances between animals, and organization occurs
as a result of these. However, if density increases beyond the level which will allow
this spatial organization, one obtains abnormal behaviour associated with what
Calhoun (1962) has described as a "behavioural sink". This may occur as a result
of either restraint on movements or increased numbers. The situation described by
Calhoun (1962), in rats, and Zuckerman (1932), in baboons in a zoo, arose as a
result of physical restraint. The situations described by Deevey (1960) in migrating
lemmings under conditions of very high density represent a cQmp1ete breakdown in
normal spatial organization, while the breakdown under conditions of restraint is
not quite so complete. Such situations do not normally occur in domestic animals,
even at extremely high densities.
The greater the spacing tendencies operating at the season of plague in rabbits
or lemmings, the more complete is the breakdown of the spacing behaviour. Heape
(1931) says that, in the emigration that occurs under these conditions in lemmings
and springbucks, they become "fatalistic", losing all timidity and courting danger.
They have no fear of man (Elton, 1942); rabbits moved from their own territories
appear to behave similarly (Ratcliffe, pel's. comm.)
Social stress under these conditions is extremely harmful to the animals and is
generally associated with hypertrophy of the adrenal cortex (reviewed by Deevey,
1960), and such animals die easily. If a domestic cockerel is placed in a standard
commercial laying cage for single birds with wire partitions, between two well-
established males of the same age, it will generally die within three weeks. Probably
a more common situation is that the additional stress of reproduction (Deevey,
1960) is responsible for many of the deaths of adults. A lower fecundity of the female,
due to resorption of foetuses and loss of young, is the important factor associated
with social stress. The effect of this mortality on population density control has
been referred to above.
(ii) Communication. Communication is an integral part of all aspects of social
behaviour. It has evolved primarily to serve the needs of the social group. Thus
the level and range of communication is likely to be correlated with the complexity
of the social organization. It is involved in all of the behavioural components referred
to above. Since more of these are found in closely aggregated groups than in semi-
social species, the range of communication is maximum in aggregated groups
comprising males, females, and young, and is observed in all inter- and intra-caste
situations.
It is the author's view that communication is basically emotional in character.
That is, it is concerned with the communication or stimulation of emotional states.
As such it is not purposeful. This can be seen by its use in interspecific situations,
where it usually has no significance. This is in contrast to communication as we
understand it, where our communication is concerned with both emotional and
non-emotional information. Further, we have the ability to make a purposeful use
of emotional communication, such as the smile. Even here, the smile can occur as a
response to an appropriate stimulus, even in a non-social situation.
The model proposed here for this type of communication in animals is as
follows:
stimulus to other animal
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ANIMAL I
ANIMAL 2
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Stimulu·, ---- external or internal
1
Emronal drive
Response behaviour involving communication, i.e.
1
--1- ---- - ------
Stimulus, external to animal receiving signal
EmL""d';~
1
Respons~~
coJummation Drive inhibiti;n
sight of possible predator
For example, when a large bird flies over a flock of domestic hens, the sequence
is as follows:
Srmu!US
Fear
l
laming call and crouch
s1mulus
Fear
t
--laming call and motionless stance or crouch
Consummation
The warning call in a flock of fowls is taken up almost simultaneously by all
birds. It is a low drone which rises and falls slowly. This has non-locating properties,
since the consummatory response is to remain motionless. It is extremely difficult to
determine which bird started it. The motionless response is rather ineffective in
domestic fowls, which do not have the protective coloration of their ancestors.
Communication can involve sight, sound, smell, and touch; probably visual
communication is the most common, especially in aggregated groups. Since so much
of the movement in animals is related to the presence of other animals in the vicinity,
almost every movement is the stimulus for a response by. another animal; this response
may be to move or to adopt some specific posture, perhaps threat or submission.
Continuous communication of submission by posture may occur in stationary cattle.
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Vocal signals are more widely used in some species than others. Their use as
threat calls in song birds, or in the "bugling" of male elk, is concerned with main-
taining greatly extended force fields often formalized by territories. Vocal signals are
also used in the maintenance of group territories (Altmann, 1959). Sound is also
used by animals with poor sight, such as pigs, which have a higher proportion of
sound signals than most domestic mammals. Sound is commonly used for location
(social distance), when animals lose visual contact with one another. The author
observed the following pattern in pigs at night. The pigs (approximately six weeks
of age) approached the sow and gave their feeding squeals. The sow failed to respond.
After a while the piglets left the sow one by one to walk about 20 yards to a self-
feeder. As each piglet reached a distance of about 4 to 6 feet from the sow, it started
to give its location grunts, which ceased when it arrived at the feeder and commenced
feeding with its litter mates.
Scent is widely used for communication of territorial information. Many animals,
particularly the males, have well-developed secretory glands and spend a considerable
proportion of their time marking territory boundaries, e.g. rabbits (Mykytowycz,
1962), and flying foxes (Nelson, 1963). Scent is commonly used in mammals for
communication of oestrus information, e.g. female dogs.
Touch is often used in the communication sequence leading to mating, usually
by the male muzzling the female's genitals. When piglets are born they locate the
teats by pressing their snouts against the sow and moving "down hair". The hair
orientation pattern is such that the piglet is led to the midline of the udder, thence
outwards past the nipples. Thus the hair pattern of the sow contains information on
the location of the teats. This is transmitted to the piglets by touch (McBride, 1963).
The stimulus-response aspect of communication can be observed in interspecific
situations. The hen will give a sexual crouch (submission), and the pig a submissive
squeal, when suddenly disturbed by a man. These have little communication value.
An important exception is the human-dog situation, where familiarity has enabled
individuals of both species to learn something of the meaning of each other's com-
munication signals.
III. Synthesis: The Organization of Societies
(i) Hypothesis
(a) Simple Societies:
Spatial relationships within animal castes (simple societies) are the result of an
equilibrium between intraspecific aggressiveness, which increases spacing, and social-
izing mechanisms, which decrease it. The equilibrium is under hormone control;
it varies with age and season. In aggregated societies, the spacing also follows a
diurnal rhythm, with maximum individual distances usually occurring at dawn and
dusk.
,The spacing between animals is a reflection of the social force fields, and is
learnt and reinforced by agonistic contact between individuals. The spacing is pro-
portional to the frequency and intensity of these contacts. Variations in spacing
organization give rise to a spectrum of society types, ranging from extreme spacing
of non-social animals through territorial social animals to aggregated groups showing
well-developed socializing behaviour patterns. The situation is represented in Figure 6.
This model suggests that caste formation is under hormone control, which leads
to the development of caste characteristics, both morphological and behavioural.
Though the main castes are male, female, immature males, and young, at times the
castes may join to form a homogeneous single caste, usually organized as a dominance
hierarchy or school.
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organization
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formalized in space.
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Evolution. of gregarious behaviour
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Domestication
FIG. 6.-A schematic representation of a general model of adult animal dispersion and aggregation.
Caste characteristics are releasers for intracaste aggressiveness expressed in the
development of force fields in which these releasers operate. Agonistic encounters
enable animals to learn the individual spacing distances dictated by these force fields.
The scale of these distances varies between species, but is related to availability and
long-term harvesting of facilities (Wynne-Edwards, 1962).
These spacings within a caste (simple society) give rise to a spatial organization
of a society. All behaviour not directly concerned with spacing must operate within
and adjust to the matrix of force fields responsible for the spacing. The spacing is
generally extreme in the breeding season, and may be formalized at this time (or
throughout the year in some species) by the formation and defence of territories,
marked and fixed in space. Territories appear to be fixed force fields which regulate
in space (size and suitability) the dominance situation among individuals.
The territories may be maintained by individuals or by groups of various size.
The organization of animals within these group territories is generally a dominance
hierarchy. This may arise from the territorial type of organization when animals are
aggregated-either by man or by the development of a more intense social bond.
Perhaps the mechanism described by Calhoun (1962) as a "behavioural sink" may
be an example.
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Schools may develop as primitive aggregations without aggressiveness; they
may precede the sexually mature aggressiveness situation, which may revert to the
school, or may develop aggregation in the "adult" form with aggressiveness, Le. a
dominance order. Alternatively schools may arise from and within the territorial
system by an alternative recognition pattern, the "hive scent" of the hymenoptera.
Schools often show spatial organization which is generally greater in males than
females and varies with different activities. The spacing is maintained without overt
aggressiveness.
Within the simple territory situation, agonistic behaviour is regulated and
formalized by the location of animals relative to their own territories. In aggregated
groups, agonistic behaviour is modified by a series of socializing mechanisms which
lower individual distances.
It is suggested that the dominance hierarchy system is a more flexible system,
allowing the priorities associated with social dominance to be applied to a wide
range of competitive situations which cannot all be expressed in fixed spatial terms.
If, by density increases or by restraint, animals are forced to intrude into each
other's force fields, whether territorial or free, social stress develops in individuals.
A hypertrophy of the adrenal cortex follows with an associated change in the
hormonal environment of the animals. This leads to increased mortality and decreased
female reproductive rate. Animals fail to avoid man and other predators, and all
social organization appears to break down.
The social organizations of various species range along this spectrum, which
represents an evolutionary sequence towards or against gregariousness. Such an
evolutionary movement has occurred during the process of animal domestication,
since domestic animals do not develop serious abnormal behaviour at high densities.
Associated with this movement there has also developed a tendency to include man
in the social organization of the domestic species. This is most apparent in the dog
(Guhl, 1962).
Within a single species, there can also be seasonal movement along this spectrum.
This may merely involve greater spacing within an aggregated group during the
breeding season, or a change from aggregate to territorial structure. Generally, the
spacing and the level of intense agonistic behaviour is maximum in the breeding
season.
(b) Complex societies:
Complex societies are those involving two or more castes. Each caste maintains
its own separate organization, which is reflected in its spatial organization. The
simple societies overlap each other in space, so that intercaste behaviour is present.
In aggregated groups, males and females each form their own separate dominance
hierarchy (e.g. Guhl, 1953; Mykytowycz, 1958). In territorial species this also occurs.
For example, in the rabbit, Myers & Poole (1959, 1961) reported that male home
ranges were larger than female home ranges and the home range of dominant animals
larger than those of their subordinates of the same caste, except under extremely
crowded conditions. In this case territorial breakdown occurred, and all animals in
the group moved over the same area irrespective of dominance or sex. This work
and that of Mykytowycz (1958, 1959) show that rabbits form breeding groups of two
or three males and several females. Social hierarchies develop within each sex, and
females set up their own territorial system with the dominant female in possession
of the only burrow.
In monogamous species where aggregation occurs, both members of a pair
often hold the same social rank (Lorenz, 1952): in territorial situations the pairs
operate as social territorial groups and defend their territory together (Peterson,
1955). This differs from the usual situation where territorial defence is generally a
responsibility of males.
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Intercaste behaviour is found in complex societies. Though functionally this is
not primarily concerned with spatial organization, it operates in a matrix of intra-
specific social force fields. Thus it involves adjustment to the force field situation
when animals of different castes adjust spatial relationships to one another. Several
authors have drawn attention to this aspect of courtship and mating behaviour
(reviewed by Guhl, 1961). Parental behaviour involves stimuli given by the young
which allow close approach by its own parent. However, spacing increases as the
young approach maturity and change caste (Altmann, 1960).
The intracaste organizations in complex societies alter separately in response
to seasonal changes.
(ii) The classification of societies. Any logical classification of animal societies
should rest on evolutionary considerations. While these will be dealt with more
fully in the next section, the spectrum of simple society types along with the concepts
of simple and complex societies provide an adequate basis for society classification.
The spectrum model provides a plausible pathway for evolutionary change, yet it
says nothing of evolutionary direction in any group. One may argue that evolutionary
changes in terms of increasing complexity and level of organization have been the
general pattern of social evolution: nevertheless, within any group, changes probably
occur in either direction along this spectrum and may precede, accompany, or follow
speciation.
In addition, evolutionary changes along a relatively constant spectrum have
occurred independently in a large number of animal groups. Thus the basis for
taxonomy within any particular group must be in terms of such a general basic
evolutionary pathway, rather than through a specific evolutionary hierarchy as is
normal in phylogenetic taxonomy.
Since relatively few animal social organizations have been adequately described,
the proposed basis for classification must be tentative only. Developments in this
field will occur in response to a demand for an adequate taxonomy and with increased
interest in the field of society evolution, which seems to be as important a problem
as species evolution.
The system of classification proposed is hierarchical and descriptive at each
level of classification. The criteria for description are as follows:
A Society either stable throughout the year or subject to seasonal change.
Al If subject to seasonal changes, the number of phases of the society, e.g. asexual
phase, mating phase, or reproductive phase, should be listed. The relationship
between phases should be stated, i.e. migratory at beginning and end of
asexual phase. The periods of the phases should also be stated.
B Caste structure for the stable society for each phase of the seasonal type
society. The caste structure should include the number of castes, whether
they form a simple society, and/or a statement of the castes which form a
complex society. In the case of complex societies at mating, polygamy or
monogamy should be indicated as well as the numbers of individuals of each
caste which form social groups or subgroups.
C Spectrum values for each caste at each season. The spectrum values suggested
are: non-aggregated, territorial, bidirectional hierarchy, "peck-right" hier-
archy, "school" type. Further classification is desirable in the case of territorial
and dominance hierarchial systems and, though these are treated separately,
organization may consist of a combination of these systems.
Cl Where territorial behaviour is involved, the type of territory or territorial
function should be indicated, i.e. mating, mating and harem, nesting, nesting
and feeding, or aggregated group territory.
The territory-marking mechanism and spacing distances should be stated.
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C2 Where the society is a dominance hierarchy, the degree of aggregation (indi-
vidual distances), the size of the group, and, where possible, the types of
socializing mechanisms should be stated.
The following is a proposed classification of the European wild rabbit social
organization in Australia, based on the observations of Myers & Poole (1959, 1961),
and Mykytowycz (1958, 1959, 1960, 1961). This example illustrates most aspects of
the proposed descriptive classification, though some information is not available,
e.g. individual distances.
A Society seasonal.
Al Phases: Asexual (dry summer), prebreeding (autumn), reproductive (winter
and spring).
B1 Asexual phase: Group feeding--male, female, and young castes. (Plague or
high density phase: Group behaviour which shows no apparent organization).
C Spectrum male and female peck-right hierarchies-Location preference in
squats, burrows and logs. Submission by flight. Social facilitation, feeding.
B2 Prebreeding phase: castes; territorial males, females, and surplus males.
Subgroups: complex, two to three males and three to four females.
Surplus males: separate, simple society.
Polygamy, though dominant female attracts dominant male.
C Spectrum: Breeding males and females: territorial-peck-right combination.
Surplus males: non-territorial, school--young and subordinate males.
Dominant male: defends and marks territory subgroup by scent (chin glands).
Territory for mating (priority over other males), nesting, and feeding.
Dominant female: defends burrow--nesting.
Subgroup males and females form separate peck-right dominance hierarchies.
Submission: flight or prone posture.
Socializing: by social facilitation and mutual grooming.
B3 Reproductive phase: As for B2, except for complex societies including young
caste; social facilitation by contact and play.
While it is possible to describe the social behaviour of rabbits much more fully,
the descriptive classification presented includes all essential features of the social
organization of this species of rabbits in Australia.
IV. Evolutionary Considerations
It was pointed out that evolution along the social spectrum, probably in either
direction, has occurred separately within each major taxonomic group of animals.
Though the range of social animal species is large, the conformity to the spectrum
is extraordinary. Social evolution in this sense is probably the most comprehensive
example of iterative or convergent evolution ever reported. This is an_ extremely
powerful argument for the very early evolution of a basic component of social
behaviour. This would appear to be intra-specific aggressiveness, which is probably
expressed best in terms of social force field theory and consequent spacing behaviour.
It is probable that evolutionary change has been predominantly in the direction
of increased organizational complexity, with consequent increased range of social
behaviour. This increase in organization, which occurs at the aggregated group end
of the spectrum, represents the behavioural adaptation to intraspecific aggressiveness.
Many authors from Darwin (1883) to Wynne-Edwards (1962) have considered
the evolution of intraspecific aggressiveness. Darwin placed great emphasis on the
role of sexual selection in the development of this (and other characters). He seemed
quite clear in his understanding of what he meant by that form of selection which
he designated sexual selection and was quite scathing in his criticism of those who
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would over-emphasize the role of female choice in sexual selection (Footnote, page
210). Nevertheless, this type of criticism is still applied, e.g. by Wynne-Edwards
(1962), to sexual selection.
Selection in any form can only be expressed in terms of differences in repro-
ductive rate associated with specific characteristics of animals. If there is additive
genetic variation in these characteristics, selective changes will occur. Differences in
reproductive rates can be associated with viability, longevity, mating success, fertility,
embryo viability, ovulation rate, and so on. Darwin defined sexual selection as being
concerned with mating success, "depending on the will, choice and rivalry of indi-
viduals of either sex". There is ample evidence that sexual selection for factors
associated with social dominance does occur, e.g. in domestic cocks (Guhl, 1953),
elephant seals (Bartholomew, 1952), and rabbits (Mykytowycz, 1959). However
intraspecific aggressiveness may be subject both to sexual selection, especially in
polygamous species, and also to other forms of natural selection. For example, it
plays a part in the suitability of feeding territories of monogamous species, giving a
reproductive advantage in rearing numerous healthy young. Wynne-Edwards (1962)
was probably justified in shifting the emphasis to "social selection" for this type of
character.
Two main types of selection were recognized by Darwin (1883), intra- and
inter- group. Aggressiveness is primarily subject to intragroup selection, while the
mechanisms which regulate aggressiveness, submission, territorial, and socializing
behaviour, have probably been subject to intergroup selection.
Intragroup selection for aggressiveness operating through social dominance is
probably relatively inefficient, since there are several important non-genetic factors
involved in social dominance. Age is an extremely important component of social
dominance, while many social influences are also observed. Lorenz (1952) observed
that female jackdaws took the social rank of their mates. The study of Myers &
Poole (1961) suggests that the dominant female initiates territorial activities by
defending a burrow, while the dominant or younger males compete for the dominant
female. Altmann (1960) found that offspring took the social rank of their dams,
and the study of Mykytowycz (1961) suggests that an extension of this system may
be responsible for a tendency for the dominant males to be produced by the dominant
females. Here, however, this could be confounded by genetic, health, and age factors.
In addition selective changes are subject to selective limits or genetic plateaux
(e.g. Lerner, 1958), which prevent indefinite responses to selection.
In spite of these considerations, intraspecific aggressiveness is a component of
social dominance and, in any stable population, it is presumably maintained at a
high genetic plateau or at an equilibrium level, balanced chiefly by intergroup selection
for socializing mechanisms.
Wynne-Edwards (1962) has placed the basis for intergroup selection on a sound
ecological foundation in tcrms of the efficient long-term harvesting of the food
supply of an area. Well-integrated groups, in terms of lowered intragroup aggressive-
ness, are able to devote more of their energies to obtaining food.
Nevertheless intergroup selection does not appear to be a readily acceptable
phenomenon to many biologists, e.g. Elton (1963). Probably the strongest case for
intergroup selection was the work of Wright (summarized, 1951) who showed that
a large population divided into small, semi-isolated subgroups provided optimum
conditions for evolution. The mechanism of intergroup selection did not involve
replacement of inferior subgroups by superior ones any more than intragroup selec-
tion means "the survival of the fittest". The emphasis was on migration of individuals
from genetically superior subgroups to neighbouring subgroups, so providing the
basis for genetic change within the latter.
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Genetic changes arise primarily by the operation of the four forces of selection,
migration, mutation, and chance. Intragroup genetic change is due to mutation,
selection, and chance while intergroup changes are controlled primarily by migration,
intergroup selection, and chance. If mutation and chance are ignored and populations
are divided into subgroups, genetic differences which develop in the efficiency of
subgroups lead to increased population size. This in turn leads to emigration of
individuals and to the splitting of the subgroups (e.g., Southwick,1962). The latter
is clearly intergroup selection by a form of group "budding", while migration leading
to genetic changes in neighbouring groups is also indistinguishable from selection.
Social groups are an important form of population subgroups in animals. The
available evidence suggests that migration between social groups occurs, though is
not common, e.g. Washburn & De Vore (1962). However when it does occur and
is associated with reproductive success, the offspring from immigrants may well
show some degree of heterosis, which could in turn lead to social and reproductive
advantages. Evidence for this type of intergroup selection would be extremely difficult
to obtain.
The work of Guhl (1950) and Castoro & Guhl (1958) suggests other mechanisms
for the selective limitation of aggressiveness by the greater readiness to mate by
subordinate females. Dominant females generally took longer to pair than sub-
ordinate females. Where any limitation of nesting sites is present, this slower pairing
behaviour of dominant females could lead to selection for aggressiveness in the males
and against aggressiveness in the females. It could also be responsible for the lower
aggressiveness of females than males.
It is extremely important to recognize that intraspecific aggressiveness is only
regulated within social groups, either within territories or within aggregated groups.
Strangers are normally attacked. In fact there may be.an inverse relationship between
the levels of intra- and inter- group aggressiveness, e.g. Myers & Poole (1961, page 21).
This form of regulation of aggressiveness places an extremely high premium on
mutual attractiveness (social releasers). Individuals leaving social groups are usually
subordinate, young, or displaced dominants and generally remain subordinates in
other groups which they join. They are thus discriminated against reproductively,
especially if males (Myers & Poole, 1961; Mykytowycz, 1959). This is an important
consequence of the regulation of aggressiveness within social groups. Animals low
in the dominance hierarchy either in. a group or in a territorial system, are also
subject to increased predation (Ratcliffe, 1958). This also applies to outcast groups,
such as surplus males in polygamous species.
Evolution is generally thought of in morphological tenns. On the whole, struc-
ture is a reflection of behaviour, which is subject to evolutionary change, and
these changes presumably precede morphological changes. In this discussion we are
concerned only with certain types of social behaviour. Behaviour patterns, like
morphological patterns, probably seldom arise de novo in evolution but arise from
pre-existing patterns.
It is probable that displacement behaviour plays a fundamental role in the
evolution of behaviour. The evolution of secondary roles for intercaste behaviour
such as sexual and infantile patterns as submission signals is of interest, since both
operate to reduce force fields.
A similar situation can be seen in a model proposed for the evolution of com-
munication in the pig. The pig communicates mainly by sound, and these calls can
be readily observed in appropriate social situations. The sounds can be grouped into
squeals and grunts. The following diagram sets out the calls and their possible inter-
relations in terms of an evolutionary model.
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SQUEALS
/Distress (a)~
Hunger (a) Submission (b)
GRUNTS
Basic contact grunt (a, b)
Threat (b) ....---LocalioLb)-----·-.. Feed (n) -------.... Let down
of milk
(n)
Avoidance (a)
(Sow moving)
Alarm bark (a, b)
Avoidance
(No fceding) (a)
The calls marked "a" are for intercaste and those marked "b" are for intracaste
communication. The interesting groups are the use of squeals in inter- and intra-
caste (submission) communication, and the relationships between the threat and
avoidance calls. These three calls are snorts with exhalation (McBride, 1963). The
first is given by the sow when she stands for the first time after farrowing. She rocks
herself slowly into an upright position, then slowly stands. Throughout she gives
this avoidance call. The piglets stand away, huddled in a group. If one approaches
her, she nudges it away; if it persists, she may pick it up in her mouth and throw it
away. The second is given when the piglets are older and pester her for a feed. Once
again, if they persist, she may reinforce the call with a nip.
These examples of similar calls having similar functions in inter- 'and intra-caste
communication are presumably examples of evolutionary sequences, in the same
sense that sequential morphological adaptations can be traced from species to species
within a genus. Considerably more study is necessary to locate good evolutionary
sequences in behaviour similar to those which are available in morphological terms.
It has been suggested that when mating pairs develop, the process is similar to
that of group formation. The pair, or even polygamous groups, show low intra-
group and high extragroup aggressiveness. However the process of welding individuals
of different castes together also involves socializing mechanisms. Etkin (1954) has
used the term "dominance modification" for this phenomenon which permits closer
socialization of male and female at the time of oestrus. He suggests that the extension
of oestrus enables the "development of a diffuse sexual activity between male and
female as a type of socializing behaviour"; thus sexual behaviour becomes part of
the socializing mechanism. This seems to be also true of other species during the
mating season, e.g. the flying fox (Nelson, 1963).
It would appear that the best examples of evolution along the social spectrum
can be found within those species which show seasonal changes in their social
organization. Here the social organization at the mating season is generally associated
with high levels of aggressiveness and extremely rigid regulation by territory. This
may well be the basic situation, with increased socialization and a return to intra-
caste organization or elimination of castes during the rest of the year. Evolution here
has involved a hormonal change, and generally organization changes towards the
aggregated group situation of dominance hierarchy, or in extreme situations, the
school pattern.
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No consideration of the evolution of behaviour, particularly social behaviour,
would be complete without some comment on the development processes associated
with its ontogeny, that is, the problem of instinct or learning. In this field, biometrical
geneticists have long ignored any attempt at separation of genetic and environmental
factors in the development of animal characteristics. It is known empirically that
both genetic and environmental factors have contributed to the variation in most
traits. It would appear reasonable for behaviourists to adopt a similar approach to
this problem. The learning of avoidance behaviour in the piglet is a good example.
The piglets respond to the call and behaviour of the sow by standing aside when
the sow is standing. However the "instinctive" aspect of the behaviour is not the
whole story, since they often approach the sow and "learn" as the sow thrusts them
rougWy aside.
The situation seems to be that evolutionary processes can develop "programmes"
(in the electronic computer sense) for behaviour patterns, and these will be incorpor-
ated in the genetic code. However these "programmes" mayor may not be complete.
In this case, "blank programmes" appear to be available for learning particular
aspects of behaviour. The phenomenon of imprinting (Lorenz, 1937) seems to
associate specific periods early in life to learning particular types of infonhation,
that is, filling particular "blank programmes", or, more commonly, incomplete
"programmes".
In conclusion, if advances are to be made in the study of social organization, far
more work is needed in comparative animal sociology. The biggest weakness in this
type of study is the paucity of information on specific types of social organization.
Society structure has been studied in only a few species. The type of analysis of
social behaviour proposed needs to be examined in a far greater range of animal
societies. The study of social organization within general taxonomic groups should
provide the evidence necessary to examine the proposed social spectrum, the types
of inter- and intra-caste behaviour, and the validity of the force field theory.
v. Discussion and Summary
What has been presented is an attempt at a general theory of social organization
and behaviour. It attempts to explain the organization and social behaviour of
animals in terms of the spatial relationships between animals. These spatial relation-
ships or individual distances, represent a balance between intraspecific aggressiveness
and the socializing and territorial factors regulating it. Since the basic social
aggressiveness force operating between animals is directional, repulsive, and restricted
in area, a theory of social force fields has been presented by anology with force
fields in physics.
An adequate case could readily be made for skipping the force field theory and
dealing with all animal spatial adjustments in terms of stimulus and response, species
and caste characteristics providing the stimuli. Individual distances thus are learned
as the distances at which aggressive stimuli are negligible. Nevertheless, the force
field theory provides a good descriptive picture of the behaviour of animals towards
one another. Accordingly it has been used throughout this study.
It should, however, be clearly recognized that the general theory of animals'
social behaviour and organization can be developed either in terms of force field
theory or in terms of the individual distances between animals.
The general theory consists of the analysis of social behaviour in aggregated
groups into components based upon their effects in increasing or decreasing individual
distances or stabilizing them in territorial situations. The existence of castes in animal
societies leads to the examination of simple (single caste) and complex societies and
allows behaviour to be analyzed in terms of intra- and inter-caste components.
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Intracaste society organization shows a surprising uniformity between a wide
range of animal species when considered in terms of an organizational spectrum.
This is considered as probably the most widespread example of iterative evolution,
and it is suggested that this is best explained in terms of social organization arising
in response to a single component of behaviour found widely in animal groups,
intraspecific aggressiveness.
Though intercaste behaviour is not primarily concerned with spatial adjustment,
it operates in a milieu of social force fields and thus is partly concerned with adjust-
ment to these force fields. Only these aspects of intercaste behaviour have been
discussed.
An attempt has been made to synthesize the various components of social
behaviour into a general theory which attempts to systematize our knowledge of
animal societies on to a basic frame or spectrum on which all societies can
be described and classified.
In the light of our present limited knowledge of comparative animal sociology,
this theory must be considered tentative. The justification for its presentation, if
such i~ needed, must be that of Darwin (1883): "False facts are highly injurious to
the progress of science, for they often endure long; but false views, if supported by
some evidence, do little harm, for everyone takes a salutary pleasure in proving
their falseness; and when this is done, one path towards error is closed and thB
road to truth is often at the same time opened."
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